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 .In this work we consider the eigenfunction V l, t satisfying a condition at
 .infinity of a singular second order differential operator on 0, q` . We give an
< <asymptotic expansion of this solution with respect to the variable l as l ª q` ,
which permits us to establish a generalized Schlafli integral representation for theÈ
 .function V l, t . We then give some applications of these results. Q 1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xR. J. Stanton and P. A. Thomas 10 have studied asymptotic expansions
for the spherical functions on noncompact symmetric spaces. Asymptotic
expansions for the Jacobi polynomials have been given by C. L. Frenzen
w x w x w xand R. Wong 4 . K. Trimeche 11 and A. Fitouchi and M. M. Hamza 3Á
have obtained asymptotic expansions for the regular eigenfunctions at the
zero of singular differential operators that generalize the Jacobi operators.
These asymptotic expansions are used to study many properties of special
functions and to prove many results of harmonic analysis on Chebli]Â
 w x w x.Trimeche hypergroups see 1 and 11 .Á
This paper is devoted to the study of asymptotic expansions for the
solutions that have some behavior at infinity, and of the following class of
singular second-order differential equations:
2a y 1r4
2u0 t y y l y x t u t s 0, .  .  .2t
a ) y1r2, t ) 0, l g C. 1.1 .
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This class contains differential equations related to special functions as the
 w xBessel, Legendre, Gegenbauer, Jacobi, and Whittaker functions see 9
w x.  .and 13 . It also contains after some transformation a wide class of
singular second-order differential equations of the form
Du t q l2 u t s 0, t ) 0, l g C, 1.2 .  .  .
with
1
Du t s A t u9 t 9 q q t u t , 1.3 .  .  .  .  .  .
A t .
 . 2 aq1  . `where A t s t C t , a ) y1r2, and C is an even positive C -
 .function on R such that C 0 s 1.
The radial part of the Laplace]Beltrami operator on noncompact two-
point homogeneous Riemannian symmetric spaces of rank one is of the
 .form 1.3 ; more precisely,
} for the Euclidean space of dimension n ) 1:
A t s t ny1 ; q t s 0; .  .
} for the hyperbolic space of dimension n ) 1:
2n y 1 .ny1A t s sinh t ; q t s ; .  .  . .
4
} for the noncompact Riemannian symmetric space of rank one:
2rr s
A t s sinh t sinh 2 t , r , s g N; q t s q s . .  .  .  . .  .  /2
More generally, the Bessel and Jacobi operators with
v
2 aq1 .  .A t s t , a ) y1r2; q t s 0,
and
v
2aqbq1. 2 aq1 2 bq1 .  .  .  .A t s 2 sin h t cos h t , a ) y1r2, b g R; q t
 .2s a q b q 1 ,
 .  w x w x w x.are of type 1.3 see 1 , 5 , and 12 .
 .  . ` x wWe denote by ¨ l, t the unique solution of 1.1 , which is C on 0, q`
 . aq1r2  .with respect to the variable t and satisfies ¨ l, t s t u l, t with
 . qu l,t ª 1 as t ª 0 . This solution is analytic on C with respect to the
 w x.variable l see 2 .
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 .  . `We also denote by V l, t the unique solution of 1.1 , which is C on
x w  .0, q` with respect to the variable t and satisfies V l, t s
 .yay1r2 yil t  .  .il e U l, t with U l, t ª 1 as t ª q` . This solution is ana-
  . 4  w x.lytic on l g C: Im l - 0 with respect to the variable l see 2 .
w xK. Trimeche 11 has given an asymptotic expansion of the Olver type ofÁ
 . < <the solution ¨ l, t with respect to l as l ª q` , which involves the
Bessel functions of the first kind, J and J . Next, using this expansion,a aq1
he deduces the following generalized Mehler integral representation:
t
; t ) 0, ;l g C, ¨ l, t s K t , s cos ls ds, 1.4 .  .  .  .H
0
 . x wwhere K t, ? is an even continuous function on yt, t with support in
w xyt, t .
 .By assuming that the function x in 1.1 is analytic in a neighborhood of
w xzero, A. Fitouhi and M. M. Hamza 3 have established a series expansion
 .of the solution ¨ l, t in terms of Bessel functions of the first kind J , anda
 .they have achieved more precision for the kernel K t, s .
In this work we assume that the function x is infinitely differentiable on
x w0, q` and satisfies
a
yd tx t s q e F t , a g R, d ) 0 .  .2t
where the function F and all of its derivatives are bounded on all intervals
w wt , q` , t ) 0.0 0
 .We establish an asymptotic expansion for the solution V l, t , with
< <respect to l as l ª q` , of the form
m2 t K ilt .aqp
V l, t s a t q R l, t 1.5 .  .  .  .(  aqpp mp il .ps0
 w x.where K is the MacDonald function see 13, p. 78 , a , p g N, aren p
` x w  .C -functions on 0, q` , and the remainder R l, t satisfies the followingm
inequalities:
y< Iml. < t
`e
XR l, t F k t a s ds .  .  .Hm l , m mq1aqmq3r2  /< <l t
2
`1 a y 1r4
= exp y x s ds 1.6 .  .H 2< <l st
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and
y< Iml. < t
`d e
XR l, t F k t a s ds .  .  .Hm l , m mq1aqmq1r2  /dt < <l t
2
`1 a y 1r4
= exp y x s ds . 1.7 .  .H 2< <l st
 .The function k t is given explicitly.l, m
 .  .Next, using relation 1.5 , the inequality 1.6 , and the Schlafli integralÈ
 w x.representation of the MacDonald function K see 13, p. 172 , we proven
the following generalized Schlafli integral representation:È
`
yi l sV l, t s K t , s e ds, for all t ) 0, l g C, Im l - 0, .  .  .H
t
1.8 .
 . x w w wwhere K t, ? is a continuous function on t, q` with support in t, q` .
Moreover, the kernel K can be written in the form
ay1r22 21 s y t
K t , s s . ay1r2  /t2 G a q 1r2 .
p2 2m a t s y t .p Ä= I s q K t , s . .  . xt , q`w mp  /2 a q 1r2 t . pps0
1.9 .
Ä .  .  .where a q 1r2 s G a q p q 1r2 rG a q 1r2 and K , m g N,p m
satisfies
Ä m .  . x wi for all t ) 0, the function s ª K t, s is C on t, q` withm
w wsupport in t, q` ,
Ä m .  . x wii for all s ) 0, the function t ª K t, s is C on 0, s withm
w xsupport in 0, s ,
 .iii for all s G t ) 0,
mq 12 2a t s y t .mq 1Ä ÄK t , s s q K t , s . .  .m mq1mq1  /t2 a q 1r2 . mq 1
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 .As applications of these results, we consider 1.2 and we assume that
the functions A and q of the operator D also satisfy the following
conditions:
v   .  ..lim A9 t rA t s 2 r G 0,t ªq`
v
`there exist two C -functions F and F bounded, together with1 2
w wtheir derivatives, on all interval t , q` , t ) 0, such that0 0
¡C9 t 2a q 1 . yd ts 2 r y q e F t , if r ) 0, .1C t t .
C9 t .~ yd t 1.10 .s e F t , if r s 0, .1C t .
m
2 yd tq t s r q q e F t , .  .¢ 22t
where d ) 0, m g R.
 .  .We denote by F t the unique solution of 1.2 that satisfiesyl
 . y ilqr . t  .  .  w x.F t s e C l, t with C l, t ª 1 as t ª q` see 2 .yl
 .The function l ª F t is not, in general, the Laplace transform of ayl
function. For example, for the Jacobi operator with a s 1r2 and b s
 w x.y1r2, we have see 6
eyi l t
1r2, y1r2.F t s F t s , .  .yl yl 2 sinh t .
   ..which is the Laplace transform of the measure 1r 2 sinh t d , where d ist t
the Dirac measure at the point t.
 .y aq1r2.  .So we look for the function il F t , and using theyl
 .  .relations 1.5 and 1.6 , we establish an asymptotic expansion and we
give a generalized Schlafli integral representation for the functionÈ
 .y aq1r2.il F of the formyl
` .y aq1r2 yil sil F t s H t , s e ds, .  .  .Hyl
t
for all t ) 0, l g C, Im l - 0, 1.11 .  .
 . x w w wwhere H t, ? , is a continuous function on t, q` with respect in t, q` .
Next we deduce a generalized Schlafli integral representation for theÈ
 .y aq1r2. a , b . . a , b . .function il F t , where F t is the Jacobi function ofyl yl
the second kind.
 .  .And using the relations 1.5 and 1.6 , we give an asymptotic expansion
 .y1 tr2  yt .and an integral representation for the function il e M e , wherem, il
 w x.M is the Whittaker function see 9, p. 260 .m, il
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 .As applications of the generalized Mehler integral representation 1.4 ,
w xK. Trimeche 11 has defined the generalized Riemann]Liouville and WeylÁ
integral transforms associated with the operator D and has studied the
Harmonic Analysis generalized translation, generalized Fourier trans-
.form, etc. related to the operator D, which is the Harmonic Analysis on
 w x.Chebli]Trimeche Hypergroups see 1 .Â Á
 .Using the generalized Schlafli integral representation 1.11 , we haveÈ
w xdone work similar to that of K. Trimeche 11 ; in particular, we haveÁ
defined a generalized Laplace transform associated with the operator D
and characterized spaces of functions on which this transform is bijective,
and we have given an inversion formula. This result generalizes an analo-
 w x.gous result of M. Mizony obtained for Laplace]Jacobi transforms see 7 .
All of these results will be published in a coming paper.
This paper is arranged as follows. In the first section, we recall the main
properties of the MacDonald function K , which we use in this work, andn
we state a Volterra integral equation. Next we prove the asymptotic
 .  .  .expansion 1.5 , and we establish the inequalities 1.6 and 1.7 . The
second section contains the proof of the generalized Schlafli integralÈ
 .  .representation of the function V ?, t given in 1.8 and the properties of
 .the kernel K t, s . The last section is reserved for the study of the
asymptotic expansions and the generalized Schlafli integral representationÈ
 .y aq1r2.  .of the solution il F of 1.2 and of the Jacobi and Whittakeryl
functions.
 .2. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE FUNCTION V l, t
WITH RESPECT TO THE VARIABLE l
In this section we consider the differential equation
2a y 1r4
2u0 t y y l y x t u t s 0, .  .  .2t
a ) y1r2, t ) 0, l g C, 2.1 .
` x wwhere x is a C -function on 0, q` of the form
a
yd tx t s q e F t , a g R, d ) 0, .  .2t
w wwhere F and its derivatives are bounded on all intervals t , q` , t ) 0.0 0
 .  . ` x wWe denote by V l, t the solution of 2.1 , which is C on 0, q` with
respect to the variable t, satisfying
 .y aq1r2 yil tV l, t ( il e , t ª q` . .  .  .
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  . 4This solution is analytic on l g C: Im l - 0 with respect to l.
 .  .We note that in the case x t s 0, the solution V l, t is given by
V l, t s t1r2K ilt , .  .a
where K is the MacDonald function.a
In the following we begin by recalling some properties of the
MacDonald function K , and we state a Volterra integral equation. Next,n
 w x.using Olver's method see 9, p. 219 , we give an asymptotic expansion of
 . < <the function V l, t with respect to l as l ª q` , and we study the
remainder for this expansion.
The MacDonald Functions
 w x.The modified Bessel function I , see 13, p. 77 , is defined byn
n ` 2 kz 1 z
I z s , n g C, Arg z - p . .  .n  /  /2 k! G k q n q 1 2 .ks0
 w x.The MacDonald function K see 13, p. 78 is defined byn
p I z y I z .  .yn n
K z s , n g C _ Z, Arg z - p .  .n 2 sin np .
and
K z s lim K z , n g Z, Arg z - p . .  .  .n n
nªn
We have the following properties for the function K .n
 .i The function K satisfies the following differential equationsn
 w x.see 13, p. 79 and 250 :
1 n 2
Y XK z q K z y 1 q K z s 0 .  .  .n n n2 /z z
yn
XK z s K z y K z . .  .  .n n ny1z
 .  .ii The function K , Re n ) y1r2, admits the Schlafli integralÈn
 w x.representation see 13, p. 172 :
n’ `p z ny1r22 yz tK z s t y 1 e dt , Re z ) 0. 2.2 .  .  .  .Hn n2 G n q 1r2 . 1
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 .iii For all n g C,
K z s K z . 2.3 .  .  .yn n
 .iv The function K has the following asymptotic expansion forn
<  . <  w x.z ª `, Arg z - 3pr2 see 13, p. 202 :
m1r2p n , p 1 .yzK z s e q o , 2.4 .  . pn m /  /2 z z2 z .ps0
where
21 1 2 2y n q n 4n y 1 ??? 4n y 2 p y 1 .  . .  .  .p pp 2 2
n , p s y1 s . .  . 2 pp! 2 p!
 .v The function K has the following behavior for z ª 0,n
<  . <  w x.Arg z - p , see 13, p. 252 :
ynz
1K z ( G n , if Re n ) 0, 2.5 .  .  .  .n 2  /2
K z ( yLog z , 2.6 .  .  .0
nz
1K z ( G yn , if Re n - 0. 2.7 .  .  .  .n 2  /2
Volterra Integral Equation
We consider the integral equation
`
h t s k t , n f ¨ g ¨ q c ¨ h ¨ d¨ , t ) 0. 2.8 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
t
We assume that
v x wthe functions g, f, and c are continuous on 0, q` ,
v the kernel k and its two first derivatives with respect to the variable
x w x wt are continuous on 0, q` = 0, q` ,
v  .for all t ) 0, k t, t s 0,
v for all t, ¨ ) 0,
k t , ¨ F P t Q ¨ , .  .  .0
t , ¨ .­ k
F P t Q ¨ , .  .1­ t
2 t , ¨ .­ k
F P t Q ¨ , .  .22­ t
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x wwhere P , j s 0, 1, 2, and Q are continuous functions on 0, q` ,j
v for all t ) 0, the following integrals converge:
` `
F t s f ¨ d¨ , C t s c ¨ d¨ , .  .  .  .H H
t t
v the following suprema are finite:
k t s sup Q s g s , k s sup P t Q t . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .0 0
sGt t)0
w xFrom 9, p. 219 , we have the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 2.1. With the foregoing conditions, 2.8 possesses a unique solu-
 . x wtion h t that is continuously differentiable on 0, q` and satisfies
h t F k t P t F t exp k C t 4 .  .  .  .  .0 0
h9 t F k t P t F t exp k C t . 4 .  .  .  .  .1 0
 .Asymptotic Expansion of the Function V l, t
THEOREM 2.1. For all m g N, we ha¨e
 . x w  .i ; t g 0, q` , ;l g C, Im l - 0,
m2 t K ilt .aqp
V l, t s a t q R l, t , .  .  .(  aqpp mp il .ps0
` x wwhere a , p g N, are C -functions on 0, q` , gi¨ en by the recursi¨ e relationsp
a t s 1, .0
q`1 1 y 2 a q p .
Y Ya t s y a s q a s .  .  .Hpq1 p p2 st
p 2a q p .
q q x s a s ds, 2.9 .  .  .p2 /s
 .and x is the function gi¨ en in 2.1 .
 .  .  .ii The remainder R l, t satisfies, for t ) 0 and l g C, Im l - 0:m
y< Iml. < t q`k t e .l, m XR l, t F a s ds .  .Hm mq1aqmq3r2  /< <l t
2q`1 a y 1r4
= exp y x s ds .H 2 5< <l st
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and
y< Iml. < t q`d k t e .l, m XR l, t F a s ds .  .Hm mq1aqmq1r2  /dt < <l t
2q`1 a y 1r4
= exp y x s ds , .H 2 5< <l st
where
k t .l, m
aqmy1r2¡ < <1 q l t .
c m , a , if m G 1, . aqmy1r2< <l t .
ay1r2< <1 q l t .~s c a , if m s 0 and a G 1r2, . ay1r2< <l t .
c a , if m s 0 and 0 F a - 1r2, .¢c ya , if m s 0 and y1r2 F a - 0, .
 .  .  .and c m, a , c a , and c ya are positi¨ e constants.
The proof needs some lemmas.
LEMMA 2.2. The functions a , p g N, defined by the recursi¨ e relationsp
 .2.9 , satisfy
kd
pqk;p , k g N, sup t a t - q` . .p /dtt)0
 . 2 yd t  .Proof. Since x t s art q e F t , the function x and its derivatives
are integrable at infinity. We have
q`1
a t s y x s ds. .  .H1 2 t
` x wThen a is C on 0, q` and satisfies1
kd
kq1;k g N, sup t a t - q` . .1 /dtt)0
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Using the relation
q`1 1 y 2 a q p .
Y Xa t s y a s q a s .  .  .Hpq1 p p2 st
p 2a q p .
q q x s a s ds, .  .p2 /s
we obtain the result by induction.
LEMMA 2.3. For m g N, the function
m2 t K ilt .aqp
R l, t s V l, t y a t .  .  .(  aqpm pp il .ps0
where a , p g N, are the functions gi¨ en in Lemma 2.2, satisfies the followingp
properties:
 .  .i for all t ) 0, the function l ª R l, t is analytic onm
  . 4l g C N Im l - 0 ,
 .  .  . `ii for all l g C, Im l - 0, the function t ª R l, t is C onm
x w0, q` ,
 .  .iii for all l g C, Im l - 0, and t ) 0 we ha¨e
R l, t s eyi l te l, t , .  .m m
with
lim e l, t s 0. .m
tªq`
 .  .Proof. Assertions i and ii can be deduced from the properties of the
 .function K , Lemma 2.2, and the fact that for all l g C, Im l - 0, then
 . ` x wfunction t ª V l, t is C on 0, q` and for all t ) 0, the function
 .   . 4  w x.l ª V l, t is analytic on l g C N Im l - 0 see 2 .
 .Assertion iii follows from the fact that
 .y aq1r2 yil tV l, t s il e 1 q r l, t , .  .  . .
 .  w x.  .with r l, t ª 0 as t ª q` see 2 , relation 2.4 , and Lemma 2.2.
 .LEMMA 2.4. For all m g N, s G t ) 0, and l g C, Im l - 0, we ha¨e
2 s K ils k t .  .aqm l , mil s2 e F ,( aqmq1 aqmq3r2p < <lil .
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where
k t .l, m
aqmy1r2¡ < <1 q l t .
c m , a , if m G 1, . aqmy1r2< <l t .
ay1r2< <1 q l t .~s c a , if m s 0 and a G 1r2, . ay1r2< <l t .
c a , if m s 0 and 0 F a - 1r2, .¢c ya , if m s 0 and y1r2 F a - 0, .
 .  .  .where c m, a , c a , and c ya are positi¨ e constants.
 .  .  .Proof. i For m G 1, using the identities 2.4 and 2.5 , we put
1r2 z < <c m , a s sup z e K z : z G 1, Re z ) 0 , .  .  . 41 aqm
aqmy1r2 z 1r2 < <c m , a s sup z e z K z : z F 1, Re z ) 0 , .  .  . 4 .2 aqm
and
2
c m , a s 2 sup c m , a , c m , a . .  .  . .( 1 2p
 .Then for all s ) 0 and l g C, Im l - 0, we obtain
2 s K ils 2 K ils .  .aqm aqm1r2il s il s2 e F 2 ils e .( (aqmy1 aqmq3r2p pil il .  .
¡ c m , a .
< <, if l s G 1
aqmq3r2< <l~F
c m , a 1 .
< <, if l s F 1
aqmq3r2 aqmy1r2¢< < < <l l s .
aqmy1r2< <c m , a 1 q l t .  .
F .
aqmq3r2 aqmy1r2< < < <l l t .
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 .  .  .ii For m s 0 and a ) 0, we put c a s c 0, a . Then for all s ) 0
 .and l g C, Im l - 0, we obtain
¡ c a .
< <, if l s G 1
aq3r2< <2 s K ils l .ail s ~2 e F( aq1 c a 1 .p il . < <, if l s F 1
aq3r2 ay1r2¢< < < <l l s .
ay1r2¡ < <c a 1 q l t .  .
, if a G 1r2
aq3r2 ay1r2< < < <l l t .~F
c a .
, if a - 1r2.
aq3r2¢< <l
 .  .iii For m s 0 and a s 0, and using 2.6 , for all s ) 0 and l g C,
 .Im l - 0, we obtain
2 s K ils c 0 .  .0il s2 e F .( 3r2p il < < . l
 .  .iv The case m s 0 and y1r2 - a - 0 is found to be analogous to ii
 .  .by observing that K z s K z .yn n
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. i Formal computation. We shall seek a formal
 .solution of 2.1 of the form
q`
V l, t s Z l, t , .  . p
ps0
where
2 t K ilt .aqp
Z l, t s a t , .  .( aqpp pp il .
2 x wand a , p g N, are C -functions on 0, q` .p
Since
1 a 2
Y XK ilt q K ilt y 1 y K ilt s 0, .  .  .a a a2 2 /ilt l t
and
a
XK ilt s y K ilt y K ilt , .  .  .a a ay1ilt
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we have
2a y 1r4
Y 2Z l, t y y l y x t Z l, t .  .  .p p2t
2 t K ilt 1 y 2 a q p .  .aqpy1X Y Xs y2a t q a t q a t .  .  .( p p paqpy1p til .
p p q 2a K ilt .  .aqpq q x t a t . .  . aqpp2 5 /t il .
q`  .  .Thus if the series  Z l, t is to be a formal solution of 2.1 , itps0 p
 .suffices to choose the coefficients a t satisfying the following relations:p
¡ Xa t s 0, .0
1 y 2 a q p .
X Y X2 a t s a t q a t .  .  .pq1 p p~ t
p p q 2a .
q q x t a t . .  .p¢ 2 /t
 .Then, if we take a t s 1, we obtain0
q`1 1 y 2 a q p .
Y Xa t s y a s q a s .  .  .Hpq1 p p2 st
p p q 2a .
q q x s a s ds. .  .p2 /s
 . `Lemma 2.2 permits us to say that a t , p g N, are C -functions onp
x w0, q` .
 .  .ii The study of the remainder. For all t ) 0 and l g C, Im l - 0, we
put
m2 t K ilt .aqp
V l, t s a t q R l, t . .  .  .(  aqpp mp il .ps0
 .The function t ª R l, t satisfies the equationm
2a y 1r4
Y 2R l, t y y l y x t R l, t s yF l, t , 2.10 .  .  .  .  .m m m2t
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where
2 t K ilt .aqmXF l, t s 2 a t . .  .( aqmm mq1p il .
 .By using the method of variation of constants and Lemma 2.3 iii , we
 .deduce that the function t ª R l, t is the unique solution of them
integral equation
q` sin l s y t .
R l, t s . Hm lt
2a y 1r4
= y x s R l, s q F l, s ds. .  .  .m m2 /s
We put
sin l s y t .
k t , s s .l l
2 s K ils .aqm
g s s 2 . ( aqml , m p il .
f s s aX s , .  .mq 1
a 2 y 1r4
c s s y x s . .  .2s
x wThen the functions g , f, and c are continuous on 0, q` , the functionl, m
 . ` x w x wk t, s is C on 0, q` = 0, q` , and we havel
k t , t s 0; k t , s F P t Q s .  .  .  .l l 0
2t , s t , s .  .­ k ­ kl lF P t Q s ; F P t Q s , .  .  .  .1 22­ t ­ t
 . y< Iml. < t  . < < y< Iml. < t  . < < 2 y <Iml. < twhere P t s e ; P t s l e ; P t s l e ; and0 1 2
 . < <y1 <Iml. < sQ s s l e . Here P , P , P and Q are continuous functions on0 1 2
w w0, q` .
The following integrals converge:
2q` q` a y 1r4
X
F t s a s ds and C t s y x s ds, .  .  .  .H Hmq 1 2st t
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and from Lemmas 2.4 we have
1
x wsup P s Q s : s g 0, q` s 4 .  .0 < <l
and
k t .l, mw wsup Q s g s : s g t , q` F , 4 .  .l, m aqmq3r2< <l
 .where k t is the function defined in Lemma 2.4.l, m
Hence all of the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied, and then we
 .conclude that for all l g C, Im l - 0 and for all t ) 0, we have
y< Iml. < t q`k t e .l, m XR l, t F a s ds .  .Hm mq1aqmq3r2  /< <l t
2q`1 a y 1r4
= exp y x s ds .H 2 5< <l st
and
y< Iml. < t q`d k t e .l, m XR l, t F a s ds .  .Hm mq1aqmq1r2  /dt < <l t
2q`1 a y 1r4
= exp y x s ds . .H 2 5< <l st
x xCOROLLARY 2.1. If a s k q r, k g N and r g y1r2, 1r2 , then for all
m, p, in N with 0 F p F m q k and s ) 0, there exists a C`-function Cm , p
x w w won 0, q` , bounded on e¨ery inter¨ al t , q` , t ) 0, such that for all t ) 00 0
 .and l g C, Im l - ys , we ha¨e
p y <Iml. < td e
R l, t F C t . .  .m m , pp aqmypq3r2dt < <l
Proof. Let s ) 0. We put
C t s C t .  .m , 0 m , 1
2q` q`1 a y 1r4
Xs k t a s ds exp y x s ds .  .  .H Hm mq1 2 5 / s st t
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where
aqmy1r2¡ 1 q s t .
c m , a , if m G 1, . aqmy1r2
s t .
ay1r21 q s t .~k t s .m c a , if m s 0 and a G 1r2, . ay1r2
s t .
c a , if m s 0 and 0 F a - 1r2, .¢c ya , if m s 0 and y1r2 F a - 0, .
 .  .  .The constants c m, a , c a and c ya are given in Lemma 2.4.
 .It follows that for all t ) 0 and l g C, Im l - ys , we have
C t .m , 0 y <Iml. < tR l, t F e .m aqmq3r2< <l
and
d C t .m , 1 y <Iml. < tR l, t F e . .m aqmq1r2dt < <l
 .We obtain the result for p G 2, by induction and by using 2.10 , the
majoration of the function K and its derivatives, and Lemma 2.2.aqm
È3. SCHLAFLI INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF
 .THE FUNCTION V l, t
In 1871 Schlafli proved the following integral representation:È
n
`G 1r2 zr2 .  . ny1r2yz s 2K z s e s y 1 ds, .  .Hn G n q 1r2 . 1
 .  .  w x.where Re z ) 0 and Re n ) y1r2 see 13, p. 172 . From this relation
we deduce the following formula:
yaq1r2 q`2 t K ilt t . ay1r2a 2 2 yil ss s y t e ds. .( Ha ay1r2p 2 G a q 1r2 .il . t
3.1 .
With the help of Theorem 2.1, we shall prove an integral representation
 .  .of the function V l, t that generalizes the relation 3.1 . This integral
representation will be called the generalized Schlafli integral representa-È
 .tion of the function V l, t .
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x xPROPOSITION 3.1. Let a s k q r, k g N, r g y1r2, 1r2 and m g N.
 .The function R l, t gi¨ en in Theorem 2.1 admits the following integralm
representation:
`
yi l sR l, t s K t , s e ds, for all t ) 0, l g C, Im l - 0, .  .  .Hm m
t
3.2 .
where the kernel K satisfiesm
 .  . mq k x wi For all t ) 0, s ª K t, s is a C -function on 0, q` withm
w wsupport in t, q` .
 .  . mq k x wii For all s ) 0, t ª K t, s is a C -function on 0, q` withm
w xsupport in 0, s .
 . Proof. For all t ) 0, the function l ª R l, t is analytic on l gm
 . 4C: Im l - 0 . From Corollary 2.1 we have for all p g N, 0 F p F m q k,
and s ) 0,
p y <Iml. < td e
R l, t F C t , .  .m m , p kqrqmypq3r2 /dt < <l
t ) 0, l g C, Im l - ys . 3.3 .  .
We put
1 `yis il sK t , s s R l, t e dl. .  .Hm m2p y`yis
The function K is well defined, does not depend on s , and satisfiesm
s  syt .K t , s F d t e , 3.4 .  .  .m m
 . ` x w w wwhere d t is a C -function on 0, q` bounded on all intervals t , q` ,m 0
t ) 0.0
 .  .  .  .We deduce i and ii from the relations 3.3 and 3.4 . The definition
 .of the inversion formula for the Laplace transform gives the relation 3.2 .
 .  . x w x wPROPOSITION 3.2. i For all m g N and t, s g 0, q` = 0, q` ,
0 - t - s, we ha¨e
ay1r22 21 s y t ÄK t , s s K t , s , .  .m may1r2  /t2 G a q 1r2 .
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where
Ä m . x w} for all t ) 0, s ª K t, s is a C -function on 0, q` with supportm
w win t, q` ,
Ä m . x w} for all s ) 0, t ª K t, s is a C -function on 0, q` with supportm
w xin 0, s .
 .ii We ha¨e the recursi¨ e relation
mq 12 2a t s y t .mq 1Ä ÄK t , s s q K t , s , .  .m mq1mq1  /t2 a q 1r2 . mq 1
 .  .  .where a q 1r2 s G a q m q 3r2 rG a q 1r2 .mq 1
 .Proof. i From Proposition 3.1 we deduce that for all t ) 0,
 . mq k x w w ws ª K t, s is a C -function on 0, q` with support in t, q` . Thenm
 4for p g 0, 1, . . . , m q k , we have
p
­
K t , s s 0. .m sst /­ s
From the Taylor formula we can write
k ks y t ­ . 1 ky1K t , s s 1 y x K t , t q x s y t dx. .  .  . .Hm m /k y 1 ! ­ s . 0
Hence we obtain for 0 - t - s:
1k2 2K t , s s s y t .  .m kk y 1 ! s q t .  .
k­1 ky1
= 1 y x K t , t q x s y t dx. .  . .H m /­ s0
Then it suffices to take
t kq ry1r21r2yrkqry1r2 2 2ÄK t , s s 2 G k q r q 1r2 s y t .  .  .m kk y 1 ! s q t .  .
k­1 ky1
= 1 y x K t , t q x s y t dx. .  . .H m /­ s0
We deduce the result from Proposition 3.1.
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 .  .ii From Theorem 2.1 i we obtain the relation
2 t K ilt .aqmq1
R l, t s R l, t q a t . .  .  .(m mq1 mq1 aqmq1p il .
 .We deduce the recursive relation from relation 3.1 , Proposition 3.1, and
the injectivity of the Laplace transform.
 .THEOREM 3.1. The function V l, t admits the generalized Schlafli inte-È
gral representation
`
yi l sV l, t s K t , s e ds, for all t ) 0, l g C, Im l - 0, .  .  .H
t
3.5 .
 .where the function K t, ? is gi¨ en by
tyaq1r2 ay1r22 2K t , s s s y t I s q K t , s , .  .  .  .xt , q`w 0ay1r22 G a q 1r2 .
 .and K t, s is the function gi¨ en in Proposition 3.1.0
 .Proof. From Theorem 2.1 i we have
2 t K ilt .a
V l, t s q R l, t . .  .( a 0p il .
 .  .This equality, the relation 3.1 and Proposition 3.1 give relation 3.5 .
4. APPLICATIONS
The Operator D
In this section we consider the following singular second-order differen-
x wtial operator on 0, q` :
t .1 d du
Du t s A t q q t u t , 4.1 .  .  .  .  . /A t dt dt .
 . 2 aq1  . `where A t s t C t , a ) y1r2, and C is an even positive C -
 .function on R such that C 0 s 1.
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The Bessel and Jacobi operators whose functions A and q are given,
respectively, by
v
2 aq1 .  .A t s t , q t s 0, a ) y1r2,
and
v
2aqbq1. 2 aq1 2 bq1 2 .   ..   ..  .  .A t s 2 sinh t cosh t , q t s a q b q 1 ,
1a ) y , b g R,2
 .are of the type in 4.1 . The radial part of the Laplace]Beltrami operator
 .on a symmetric Riemannian space of rank one is of type 4.1 .
We assume that the functions A and q also satisfy the following
conditions:
v  .  .lim A9 t rA t s 2 r G 0.t ªq`
v
`there exist two C -functions F and F bounded together with their1 2
w wderivatives on all interval t , q` , t ) 0, such that0 0
¡C9 t 2a q 1 . yd ts 2 r y q e F t , if r ) 0, .1C t t .
C9 t .~ yd ts e F t , if r s 0, .1C t .
m
2 yd tq t s r q q e F t , .  .¢ 22t
where d ) 0, m g R.
The case of the Jacobi operator corresponds to r s a q b q 1, d s 2,
m s 0, F s 0, and2
2 t 2 te e
F t s 2 2a q 1 y a q b q 1 . .  .  .1 2 t 2 te y 1 e q 1
 w x.  . `It is known see 2 that there exists a unique function F t that is Cyl
x won 0, q` with respect to the variable t, satisfying
DF t s yl2 F t , .  .yl yl
y ilqr . t F t ( e , t ª q` . .  .yl
  . 4This function is analytic on l g C: Im l - 0 with respect to the
variable l.
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Putting
F t .ylaq1r2’V l, t s t C t , .  . aq1r2il .
 .we see that V l,? is a solution of the differential equation
2a y 1r4
2u0 t y y x t y l u t s 0, .  .  .2t
where the function x is defined by
22a q 1 C9 t 1 C0 t 1 C9 t .  .  .
x t s y y q q q t . 4.2 .  .  . /2 t C t 2 C t 4 C t .  .  .
From the previous assumptions on C and q, we deduce that the function x
can be written as
a
yd tx t s q e F t , a g R, d ) 0, .  .2t
` x wwhere the function F is C on 0, q` and is bounded together with its
w wderivatives on all intervals t , q` , t ) 0. Thus the function0 0
F t .ylaq1r2’V l, t s t C t .  . aq1r2il .
< <admits the asymptotic expansion with respect to l as l ª q` , given by
Theorem 2.1.
 .In the following we give a method for computing the coefficients a t ,p
 .p g N, of this expansion. From the recursive relation 2.9 , we deduce
`1
a t s 1, a t s y x s ds. .  .  .H0 1 2 t
and
`1 1 y 2 a q 1 .
a t s y x 9 s q x s .  .  .H2 4 st
`1 q 2a
y x s q x u du ds .  .H2 /s s
X
` `1 1 a s .1 2s y y x t y 1 q 2a ds q a s 9 ds . .  .  . .H H 1 5 /2 2 st t
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So we obtain
1 a t .1 2a t s y yx t q 2 1 q 2a y 2 a t . 4.3 .  .  .  .  .2 1 5 /4 t
 . p  .  .Moreover, if we put a t s t b t , p g N, then the coefficients b t ,p p p
p g N, satisfy
b t s 1, .0
`1 1 y 2a
Y Xpb t s y s b s q b s q x s b s ds. .  .  .  .  .Hpq1 p p ppq1 s2 t t
4.4 .
` x wIf f is a C -function on 0, q` such that for all p and k g N, p / 0,
pqky1 k .  .the function s f is integrable at infinity, we denote by H f ,p
x wp g N, the function defined on 0, q` by
`1
pH f t s s f s ds. .  .  .Hp pq1t t
 .Then the relation 4.4 may be written as follows:
y2b t s H L q x b t , 4.5 .  .  .  . .pq1 p p
where
1 y 2a
L u t s u0 t q u9 t . .  .  .
t
The operators H , p g N, satisfy the recursive relationsp
 .k k .H f s H f .  . .p pqk
and
1 f s .
H f t s H t . .  .  .p pq1  /t s
 .  .Relation 4.5 can be used for computing the coefficients a t , p g N*. Inp
fact, from the previous relations, we derive the following identity:
L H f s H L f , .  . . .p pq2
so we may verify by induction that
p
mq 1 mb t s y1r2 H ??? H L x b t . .  .  . . .pq1 p pqm pym
ms0
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 .y aq1r2.  .The function il F t is the unique solution of the differen-yl
tial system
Du s yl2 u ,
 .y aq1r2 y ilqr . t u t ( il e , t ª q` . .  .  .
The following theorem gives a generalized Schlafli integral representationÈ
of this solution.
 .y aq1r2.  .THEOREM 4.1. The function il F t possesses the integralyl
representation
` .y aq1r2 yil sil F t s H t , s e ds, .  .  .Hyl
t
for all t ) 0, l g C, Im l - 0, 4.6 .  .
where
1
H t , s s K t , s .  .
aq1r2’t C t .
 .and K t, s is the kernel gi¨ en by Theorem 3.1.
The Jacobi Operator
In this case the function F s Fa , b ., a ) y1r2, b g R, is the Jacobiyl yl
 w x.function of the second kind given by see 6
yi lyra , b . t ytF t s e y e .  .yl
il y a q b q 1 il q r
y2= F , ; 1 q il; ysinh t , .2 1  /2 2
where F is the Gauss hypergeometric function and r s a q b q 1.2 1
 .The function x defined by the relation 4.2 is given by
21 1 b y 1r4
2x t s a y 1r4 y q . .  . 2 2 2t sinh t cosh t .  .
The function
aq1r2 bq1r2  .y aq1r2t yt t yt a , b .e y e e q e il F t .  .  .  .yl
< <admits an asymptotic expansion with respect to the variable l as l ª q` ,
given by Theorem 2.1. The coefficients of this expansion are given by the
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 .relations 3.5 ; in particular, we have
a t s 1, .0
1 1 cosh t .
2a t s y a y 1r4 1 q y .  .1  /2 t sinh t .
sinh t .
2q b y 1r4 1 y , .  /cosh t .
 .and using relation 4.3 we obtain
1 1 1
2a t s y a y 1r4 y q .  .2 2 24 t sinh t .
1 1 cosh t .
y 2a q 1 q y . 2 /t t sinh tt  .
21 1 cosh t .
2y a y 1r4 1 q y .  /2 t sinh t .
1 1 cosh t sinh t .  .
2y b y 1r4 1 q y 1 y .  /  /2 t sinh t cosh t .  .
1 1 sinh t .
2q b y 1r4 y y 2a q 1 y . . 2  /t t cosh tcosh t  . .
21 sinh t .
2y b y 1r4 1 y .  /2 cosh t .
1 1 cosh t sinh t .  .
2y a y 1r4 1 q y 1 y . . 5 /  /2 t sinh t cosh t .  .
For instance, if b s y1r2, we have
1 1 cosh t .
2a t s y a y 1r4 1 q y , .  .1  /2 t sinh t .
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1 1 1
2a t s y a y 1r4 y q .  .2 2 24 t sinh t .
1 1 cosh t .
y 2a q 1 q y . 2 /t t sinh tt  .
21 1 cosh t .
2y a y 1r4 1 q y . .  /2 t sinh t .
 .Furthermore, if a s 1r2, then for all p G 1, a t s 0.p
 .THEOREM 4.2. If a ) y1r2 and b s y1r2, then the kernel H t, s has
the form
y2 a
ssinh t . .
H t , s s H t , s q H t , ¨ P s y ¨ d¨ .  .  .  .H1 1aq1r22 G a q 1r2 . t
with
 .ay1r2H t , s s cosh s y cosh t .  .  . .1
s  .ay1r2q cosh ¨ y cosh t f 9 s y ¨ d¨ I s . .  .  .  . .H xt , q`w
t
P and f are gi¨ en by
 .  .  .i if a s 1r2, then P s s f s s 0,
 . x w  .ii if a g y 1r2, 1r2 , then P s s 0 and
s1 ay1r2 yay1r2ynf s s s y ¨ 1 y e d¨ .  .  .H
G 1r2 y a G 1r2 q a .  . 0
 .  .iii if a s k q 1r2, k g N*, then f s s 0 and
pkypy1ky1 ks d
P s s ¨ y j .  .  /p! k y p y 1 ! d¨ . js1ps0 ¨s0
 . x wiv if a s k q r, k g N* and r g y1r2, 1r2 , then
pkypy1ky1 ks d
P s s ¨ q 1r2 y j y r .  .  /p! k y p y 1 ! d¨ . js1ps0 ¨s0
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and
s1 ry1r2 yry1r2ynf s s s y ¨ 1 y e d¨ . .  .  .H
G 1r2 y r G 1r2 q r .  . 0
w xProof. From 7, 8 we have
Fa , y1r2. t g l .  .yl s
aq1r2 aq1r2il il .  .




G 1 q il .
g l s . . aq1r22 G a q 1r2 G il y a q 1r2 .  .
First we determine a distribution whose Laplace transform is the function
 .y aq1r2.  .il g l . We have
x x} if a g y1r2, 1r2 , then
`g l 1 . yi lus 1 q e f 9 u du , 4.8 .  .Haq1r2 aq1r2  52 G a q 1r2 . 0il .
 . x wwhere for a s 1r2, f u s 0 and for a g y1r2, 1r2 ,
s1 ay1r2 yay1r2ynf s s s y ¨ 1 y e d¨ . .  .  .H
G 1r2 y a G 1r2 q a .  . 0
} If a s k q 1r2, k g N*, then
g l Q il .  .
s
aq1r2 kaq1r2il 2 G a q 1r2 il .  .  .
where
k ky1
k pQ x s x y p s x q a x . .  .  p
ps1 ps0
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Hence we obtain
`g l 1 . yi lus 1 q e P u du , 4.9 .  .Haq1r2 aq1r2  52 G a q 1r2 . 0il .
with
ky1 ap kypy1P u s u . .  k y p y 1 ! .ps0
 .  .  .We deduce the result from the relations 4.7 , 4.8 , 4.9 and by
convolution.
x w} If a s k q r, k g N*, r g y1r2, 1r2 , then the result can be
obtained by a method similar to that of the previous cases.
Remark. Theorem 4.2 gives a generalized Schlafli integral representa-È
 .tion of the solution of 4.1 when D is the radial part of the Laplace]
Beltrami operator on the hyperbolic space of dimension n ) 1.
The Whittaker Operator
 w x.We denote by M the Whittaker function see 9, p. 260 , given byb , il
M t s t ilq1r2F il y b y 1r2; 2 il q 1; t , .  .b , il
 .where F a; c; t is the confluent hypergeometric function of the first kind.
The function M satisfies the differential equationb , il
21 b 1r4 q l
z0 t q y q q z t s 0. .  .24 t t
We put
etr2
ytV l, t s M e . .  .b , ilil
 . ` x w  .The function t ª V l, t is a C -function on 0, q` , and l ª V l, t is
  . 4an analytic function on l g C: Im l - 0 . Moreover, the function t ª
 .V l, t is a solution of the following differential equation:
1 y2 t yt 2u0 t y e y be y l u t s 0, 4.10 .  .  .4
which satisfies
eyi l t
V l, t ( , t ª q` . .  .
il
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 .  .The second-order differential equation 4.10 is of the type 2.1 ,
 .  . y2 t ytwith a s 1r2 and x t s y 1r4 e q be . Then the function
 tr2 .  yt .e ril M e possesses an asymptotic expansion with respect to theb , il
< <variable l as l ª q` , given by Theorem 2.1. The coefficients of this
 .expansion are given by the relation 4.5 ; in particular, we have
1 1 y2 t yta t s y e y be .1 2 8
1 1 b
y4 t y3 ta t s e y e .2 2 256 16
21 b 1 1 1
y2 t yty y q e q b q e . / /8 4 8t t 2
Furthermore, we have the following result.
 yt .THEOREM 4.5. The function M e ril admits the generalized SchlafliÈb , il
integral representation,
yt
`M e .b , il yil ss K s, t e ds, for all t ) 0, l g C, Im l - 0, .  .Hil t
 . x w w wwhere K t, ? is continuous on t, q` with support in t, q` . Moreo¨er, we
ha¨e
K t , s s eyt r2 I s q eyt r2K t , s , .  .  .xt , q`w 0
 .and K t, s is the function gi¨ en in Proposition 3.1.0
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